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Abstract
A kernel N of a digraph D is an independent set of vertices of D such that for every
x∈V (D) − N there exists an arc from x to N . A digraph D is M -oriented if each directed
triangle has at least two symmetrical arcs. The covering number of a digraph D denoted by
(D) is the minimum number of complete subdigraphs of D that partition V (D). Let D be
an M -oriented digraph with (D)6 3. In this paper the following result is proved: If each
directed cycle C of length 5 satis5es at least one of the two following properties: (a) C has
two diagonals (b) C has three symmetrical arcs. Then D has a kernel. This result generalizes
the previous results and as a consequence the following interesting conjecture is proved (now
known to be false in general) in case that D is a digraph with (D)6 3.
Conjecture 1 (Meyniel, 1976). [M. Blidia, P. Duchet, F. Ma>ray, On the orientation of Meyniel
graphs, J. Graph Theory 18(7) (1994) 705–711; P. Duchet, Graphes Noyau-Parfaits, Ann.
Discrete Math. 9 (1980) 93–101, North-Holland Publishing Company]. If every directed cycle
of odd length contained in D possesses two diagonals, then D has a kernel.
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1. Introduction
For general concepts we refer the reader to [1].
Let D be a digraph; V (D) and A(D) will denote the sets of vertices and arcs of
D, respectively. If S1; S2⊂V (D), the arc (u1; u2) of D will be called an S1S2-arc
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whenever u1 ∈ S1 and u2 ∈ S2; and D[S1] will denote the subdigraph induced by S1. An
arc (u1; u2)∈A(D) is called asymmetrical (resp. symmetrical) if (u2; u1) =∈A(D) (resp.
(u2; u1)∈A(D)). The asymmetrical part of D (resp. symmetrical part of D), which is
denoted by Asym(D) (resp. sym(D)), is the spanning subdigraph of D whose arcs are
the asymmetrical (resp. symmetrical) arcs of D.
The set I ⊆V (D) is independent if A(D[I ])= ∅. A kernel N of D is an independent
set of vertices such that for each z ∈ (V (D)−N ) there exists zN -arc in D. A digraph is
called: kernel-perfect digraph if every proper induced subdigraph of D has a kernel and
critical kernel-imperfect digraph if D has no kernel but every proper induced subdigraph
of D has a kernel.
Let C=(1; 2; : : : ; m; 1) be a directed cycle of D. We denote by ‘(C) its length. For
i = j, i; j∈V (C) we denote by (i;C; j) the ij-directed path contained in C and by
‘(i;C; j) its length. An arc f=(i; j)∈A(D) − A(C) is a diagonal of C if and only
if i = j, i; j∈V (C) and ‘(i;C; j)= length of f¡‘(C)− 1. A directed cycle of length
3 will be called a triangle and a forbidden triangle is a triangle with at most one
symmetrical arc. M -oriented digraphs have no forbidden triangles.
The covering number of a digraph D, denoted by (D) is the minimum number of
complete subdigraphs of D that partition V (D).
Digraphs with covering number 1 were considered by Berge and in [2] he obtained
the following result.
Theorem 1.1 (Berge [2]). A complete digraph is kernel-perfect if and only if each
directed cycle has a symmetrical arc.
In [7] Ma>ray considered complete digraphs and proved the following result.
Theorem 1.2 (Ma>ray [7]). If D is a complete digraph such that each directed cycle
of length 3 has two symmetrical arcs, then D is a kernel-perfect digraph.
In [3] Bildia et al. considered digraphs whose complement, has a strongly perfect
underlying graph (i.e. each induced subgraph has an independent set which meets each
of its maximal cliques); they proved.
Theorem 1.3 (Blidia et al. [3]). Let D be a digraph whose complement is strongly
perfect. If every complete induced subdigraph of D is kernel-perfect, then D is a
kernel-perfect digraph.
The following result is a direct consequence of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
Theorem 1.4 (Galeana-S&anchez and Xuliang Li [6]). If D is a digraph with (D)62
such that each directed triangle has two symmetrical arcs, then D is kernel-perfect.
In [6] digraphs with covering number 3 were considered and the following results
were obtained.
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Theorem 1.5 (Galeana-S&anchez and Xuliang Li [6]). Let D be a digraph with (D)
63 such that every directed triangle is symmetrical. If every directed cycle of length
5 has three symmetrical arcs, then D is kernel-perfect.
Theorem 1.6 (Galeana-S&anchez and Xuliang Li [6]). Let D be a digraph with (D)
63 such that every directed triangle is symmetrical. If every directed cycle of length
5 has two diagonals, then D is kernel-perfect.
In this paper I consider M -oriented digraphs with covering number at most 3 and
the following result is proved. Let D be an M -oriented digraph with (D)63; if each
directed cycle C of length 5 satis5es at least one of the following conditions: (a) C
has two diagonals (b) C has three symmetrical arcs. Then D is kernel-perfect
Clearly this result generalizes Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.
2. Proof of the main result
The following technical lemmas will be useful along this section.
Lemma 2.1 (Galeana-S&anchez and Xuliang Li [6]). Let D be a digraph, D1 and D2 be
induced subdigraphs of D such that: V (D)=V (D1)∪V (D2) (possibly V (D1)∩V (D2)
= ∅), D1 is kernel-perfect and D2 has a kernel N2. If each vertex x of D1 satis-
7es at least one of the following conditions: there exists an xN2-arc or {x}∪N2 is
independent, then D has a kernel.
Lemma 2.2. Let D be a digraph, D1 and D2 be induced subdigraphs of D with
V (D)=V (D1)∪V (D2); D1 a kernel-perfect digraph, N1⊆V (D1) be such that for
each x∈V (D1)− N1 there exists an xN1-arc in D1, and N2 a kernel of D2 such that
for each y∈N1 and for each z ∈N2, (y; z)∈Asym(D). If D is an M -oriented digraph
then D has a kernel.
Proof. We will prove that for each x∈V (D1) at least one of the two following con-
ditions holds: There exists an xN2-arc, or {x}∪N2 is independent. We proceed by
contradiction. Suppose that there exists x∈V (D1) such that there is no xN2-arc and
{x}∪N2 is not independent (it follows from the hypothesis that we can assume x =∈N1).
It follows that there exists z ∈N2 such that (z; x)∈Asym(D). Since x∈V (D1)−N1,
there exists w∈N1 such that (x; w)∈A(D). Since w∈N1 and z ∈N2 the hypothesis
imply (w; z)∈Asym(D). Hence (x; w; z; x) is a forbidden triangle. A contradiction.
Now, it follows directly from Lemma 2.1 that D has a kernel.
Lemma 2.3. Let D be a critical kernel-imperfect digraph with (D)= 3, K0, K1, K2
complete induced subdigraphs such that V (D)=V (K0)∪V (K1)∪V (K2); de7ne an ab-
sorbing order in V (Ki) as follows: V (Ki)= {(i; 0); (i; 1); : : : ; (i; ni)} where ni = |V (Ki)|−
1; (i; 0) is a kernel of Ki and (i; j) is a kernel of Ki−{(i; 0); : : : ; (i; j−1)}. If N is a ker-
nel of D[V (Kr)∪V (Ks)] ( for {r; s}⊆{0; 1; 2}), then there exists x∈V (Kt); {t}∈ {0; 1;
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2} − {r; s} such that: {x}∪N is not independent, there is no xN -arc in D and for
each y∈Kt; y¡x there exists an yN -arc in D.
Proof. Since D is a CKI -digraph we have that Kt is kernel-perfect. It follows from
Lemma 2.1 and the fact that D has no kernel that there exists a vertex z ∈V (Kt) such
that {z}∪N is not independent and there is no zN -arc in D; let x be the 5rst such
vertex (in the de5ned order). If y∈Kt; y¡x, then the de5nition of x implies that at
least one of the following conditions holds: {y}∪N is independent or there exists yN -
arc in D. When there exists a vertex y∈Kt; y¡x such that {y}∪N is independent, we
have that: taking y0 the 5rst such vertex, the set N ∪{y0} is a kernel of D (because
for any z ∈Kt; z¡y0 there exists zN -arc in D), a contradiction. We conclude that
{x}∪N is not independent, there is no xN -arc in D and for any y∈Kt; y¡x there
exists an yN -arc in D.
Theorem 2.1. Let D be an M -oriented digraph with (D)63.
If each directed cycle C of length 5 contained in D satis5es at least one of the
following properties: (a) C has two diagonals, (b) C has three symmetrical arcs, then
D is a kernel-perfect digraph.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that the assertion of Theorem 2.1 is false
and let D be a digraph with the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 which has no kernel but
every proper induced subdigraph of D is kernel-perfect. It follows from Theorems 1.2
and 1.4 that we can assume (D)= 3.
Let K0; K1; K2 be complete induced subdigraphs of D such that V (D)=V (K0)∪
V (K1)∪V (K2). De5ne an absorbing order in V (Ki) i∈{0; 1; 2} as in Lemma 2.3
(observe that Theorem 1.2 and the fact D is M -oriented, imply this order exists).
Since Ki is kernel-perfect, there exists a triple (x0; x1; x2) with {xi} a kernel of Ki.
We continue the proof by considering several cases, according to D[{x0; x1; x2}].
(Note that {xi} is any kernel of Ki.)
Case 1: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D1, where V (D1)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D1)= ∅.
Clearly in this case {x0; x1; x2} is a kernel of D.
Case 2: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D2, where V (D2)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D2)= {(x0; x1)}.
Claim 1. There exists a vertex x3 ∈V (K0) such that (x2; x3)∈Asym(D), (x3; x1) =∈
A(D), (x1; x3) =∈A(D), and for any y∈K0 with y¡x3 there exists a y{x1; x2}-arc
in D.
Since {x1; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K1)∪V (K2)] and K0 is kernel-perfect, it fol-
lows from Lemma 2.3 that there exists a vertex x3 ∈V (K0) such that {x1; x2; x3} is
not independent, there is no x3{x1; x2}-arc in D and for each y∈K0 with y¡x3
there exists a y{x1; x2}-arc in D. Hence there exists an {x1; x2}x3-arc in Asym(D),
when (x1; x3)∈Asym(D) we have a forbidden triangle (x1; x3; x0; x1) contradicting the
hypothesis of Theorem 2.1. So we have (x2; x3)∈Asym(D), (x1; x3) =∈A(D), (x3; x1) =∈
A(D) and for any y∈K0 with y¡x3, there exists a y{x1; x2}-arc in D.
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Claim 2. {x3; x1} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K1)].
It follows from Claim 1 that {x3; x1} is independent; since x1 is a kernel of K1
and x3 ∈V (K0) we only need to prove that for each y∈K0 with y¡x3 there ex-
ists a y{x3; x1}-arc. Let y be such vertex. If (y; x3)∈A(D) we are done. Suppose
(y; x3) =∈A(D). The choice of x3 implies that there exists a y{x1; x2}-arc in D; when
(y; x2)∈A(D) we have a forbidden triangle (y; x2; x3; y) (because (x2; x3)∈Asym(D)
(see Claim 1) and (x3; y)∈Asym(D) by the de5ned order in K0 and our assumption
that (y; x3) =∈A(D)), a contradiction. We conclude (y; x1)∈A(D).
Claim 3. There exists a vertex x4 ∈V (K2) such that (x1; x4)∈Asym(D), (x3; x4) =∈
A(D) and (x4; x3) =∈A(D).
We have from Claim 2 that {x3; x1} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K1)], and our
assumption on D implies D is a critical kernel-imperfect digraph. So it follows from
Lemma 2.3 that there exists a vertex x4 ∈K2 such that {x4; x3; x1} is not independent
and there is no x4{x3; x1}-arc in D, hence there exists an asymmetrical {x3; x1}x4-arc
in D; If (x3; x4)∈Asym(D) it follows from Claim 1 that (x3; x4; x2; x3) is a forbidden
triangle (recall that (x4; x2)∈A(D) because {x2} is a kernel of K2), a contradiction.
Hence (x1; x4)∈Asym(D), (x3; x4) =∈A(D) and (x4; x3) =∈A(D)
Claim 4. The directed cycle C=(x0; x1; x4; x2; x3; x0) of length 5 has three asymmet-
rical arcs and has at most one diagonal.
The de5nition of D2 implies (x0; x1)∈Asym(D), Claim 1 implies (x2; x3)∈
Asym(D) and Claim 3 implies (x1; x4)∈Asym(D).
The de5nition of D2, Claims 1 and 3 imply that the only possible diagonals of C
are (x4; x0) and (x0; x4); if (x4; x0)∈A(D) then (x4; x0; x1; x4) is a forbidden triangle, a
contradiction. Hence the only possible diagonal of C is (x0; x4).
Claim 4 contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
In what follows, we omit the proofs of assertions easy to check or very similar to
the previous ones.
Case 3: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D3, where V (D3)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D3)= {(x0; x1);
(x1; x2)}.
Claim 5. There exists a vertex x3 ∈V (K1) such that (x0; x3)∈Asym(D), (x3; x2) =∈
A(D), (x2; x3) =∈A(D) and for any y∈K1 with y¡x3 there exists a y{x0; x2}-arc
in D.
Since {x0; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K2)], K1 is a kernel-perfect digraph and
D is a critical kernel-imperfect digraph, the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3 and the
fact that D is M -oriented.
Claim 6. {x3; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K1)∪V (K2)].
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Since {x2} is a kernel of K2, it suLces to prove that if y∈K1 with y¡x3 then
there exists a y{x2; x3}-arc in D. This follows from Claim 5 and the fact that D is
M -oriented.
Claim 7. There exists a vertex x4 ∈V (K0) such that (x2; x4)∈Asym(D), (x3; x4) =∈
A(D) and (x4; x3) =∈A(D).
This follows from Claim 6 Lemma 2.3 and the fact that D is M -oriented.
Claim 8. (x4; x1) =∈A(D) and (x1; x4) =∈A(D).
If (x4; x1)∈A(D) then it follows that (x4; x1; x2; x4) is a forbidden triangle, a con-
tradiction. If (x1; x4)∈A(D) then (x1; x4)∈Asym(D) and (x0; x1; x4; x0) is a forbidden
triangle, a contradiction.
Claim 9. The directed cycle C=(x4; x0; x3; x1; x2; x4) of length 5, has three asymmet-
rical arcs, and has exactly one diagonal ((x0; x1) is the only diagonal of C).
Clearly Claim 9 contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Case 4: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D4 where V (D4)= {x0; x1; x2}, A(D4)= {(x0; x1); (x2; x1)}.
Clearly N1 = {x0; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K2)] and N2 = {x1} is a kernel of
K1. It follows from the de5nition of D4 that for each y∈N1 and each z ∈N2; (y; z)∈
Asym(D). So it follows from Lemma 2.2 that D has a kernel contradicting our as-
sumption on D.
Case 5: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D5 where V (D5)= {x0; x1; x2}, A(D5)= {(x1; x0); (x1; x2)}.
Clearly N1 = {x1} is a kernel of K1, N2 = {x0; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K2)] and
for each y∈N1, and each z ∈N2, (y; z)∈Asym(D). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that
D has a kernel. A contradiction.
Case 6: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D6 where V (D6)= {x0; x1; x2}, A(D6)= {(x0; x1); (x1; x2); (x0;
x2)}. Let N1 = {x0; x1}; N2 = {x2}. Clearly for each x∈V (K0)∪V (K1)−N1 there exists
an xN1-arc, N2 is a kernel of K2 and for each y∈N1 and each z ∈N2, (y; z)∈Asym(D).
Since D is M -oriented, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that D has a kernel contradicting
our assumption on D.
Case 7: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D7 where V (D7)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D7)= {(x0; x1); (x1; x0);
(x1; x2)}.
Claim 10. There exists a vertex x3 ∈V (K1) such that (x0; x3)∈Asym(D), (x2; x3) =∈
A(D), (x3; x2) =∈A(D) and for any y∈K1 with y¡x3 there exists a y{x0; x2}-arc
in D.
Clearly, {x0; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K2)], hence the assertion follows from
Lemma 2.3 and the fact that D is M -oriented.
Claim 11. {x3; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K1)∪V (K2)].
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It follows from Claim 10 that {x3; x2} is independent, and since {x2} is a kernel
of K2 and x3 ∈K1, it suLces to prove that for any y∈K1 with y¡x3 there exists a
y{x2; x3}-arc in D. This follows from Claim 10 and the fact that D is M -oriented.
Claim 12. There exists a vertex x4 ∈V (K0) such that x4 = x0, (x2; x4)∈Asym(D),
(x3; x4) =∈A(D), (x4; x3) =∈A(D) and for any y∈K0 with y¡x4 there exists a y{x2; x3}-
arc in D.
This follows from Claim 11 Lemma 2.3 and the fact that D is M -oriented. (Note
that x4 = x0 because (x4; x3) =∈A(D) and (x0; x3)∈A(D))
Claim 13. {x4; x3} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K1)].
Since Ki is complete (i∈{0; 1}), x4 ∈V (K0), x3 ∈V (K1) and {x4; x3} is independent
(see Claim 12), it suLces to prove that: for any y∈K0 with y¡x4 there exists a
y{x4; x3}-arc and for any y∈K1 with y¡x3 there exists a y{x4; x3}-arc.
First note that Claim 12 implies that for any y∈K0 with y¡x4 there exists a
y{x2; x3}-arc in D. If (y; x2)∈A(D) then (y; x2; x4; y) is a triangle with (x2; x4)∈
Asym(D) (see Claim 12). Since D is M -oriented, we have (y; x4)∈A(D). Hence for
any y∈K0 with y¡x4 there exists a y{x4; x3}-arc in D.
Now note that the choice of x3 implies that for any y∈K1 with y¡x3 there exists a
y{x0; x2}-arc in D. (see Claim 10). If (y; x0)∈A(D) then (y; x0; x3; y) is a directed
triangle with (x0; x3)∈Asym(D) (see Claim 10) hence (because D is M -oriented)
(y; x3)∈A(D). If (y; x0) =∈A(D) then (y; x2)∈A(D); in this case, we will prove by
contradiction that there exists a y{x3; x4}-arc in D. Suppose by contradiction that there
exists y∈K1 with y¡x3 such that: (y; x0) =∈A(D), (y; x2)∈A(D), (y; x3) =∈A(D) and
(y; x4) =∈A(D). First note that (x4; y) =∈A(D) because if (x4; y)∈A(D) then (x4; y; x2; x4)
is a forbidden triangle (see Claim 12), a contradiction. Hence C=(x3; y; x2; x4; x0; x3)
is a directed cycle of length 5 with three asymmetrical arcs: (x0; x3); (x3; y) and (x2; x4)
and with at most one diagonal (x0; y). Note that (y; x0) =∈A(D). This clearly contradicts
the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1. So Claim 13 is proved.
Claim 14. There exists a vertex x5 ∈V (K2)(x5 = x2) such that (x3; x5)∈Asym(D),
(x4; x5) =∈A(D), (x5; x4) =∈A(D) and (x5; x0) =∈A(D).
Since {x4; x3} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K1)] (see Claim 13), Claim 14 follows
from Lemma 2.3 and the fact that D is M -oriented.
Claim 15. The directed cycle C=(x0; x3; x5; x2; x4; x0) of length 5 has three asymmet-
rical arcs and at most one diagonal.
Clearly Claim 15 contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Case 8: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D8 where V (D8)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D8)= {(x0; x1); (x1; x0);
(x2; x1)}.
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Claim 16. There exists a vertex x3 ∈V (K0) such that (x1; x3)∈Asym(D).
Clearly, {x1} is a kernel of K1 and D[V (K0)∪V (K2)] is kernel-perfect; it follows
from Lemma 2.1 (and our assumption that D has no kernel) that there exists a vertex
y∈V (K0)∪V (K2) such that {x1; y} is not independent and there is no y{x1}-arc
in D, so (x1; y)∈Asym(D). If y∈K2 then (x1; y; x2; x1) is a forbidden triangle, a
contradiction. Hence y∈K0 (i.e. there exists y∈K0 such that (x1; y)∈Asym(D)). Let
x3 be the 5rst such vertex.
Now we will analyze two possible cases:
Case 8.a: {x3} is a kernel of K0.
First note that (x3; x2) =∈A(D) because, if (x3; x2)∈A(D) then (x3; x2, x1; x3) is a
forbidden triangle, a contradiction. If (x2; x3)∈A(D) then (x2; x3)∈Asym(D) and
clearly we proceed as in Case 6 because D[{x3; x1; x2}]∼=D6. If (x2; x3) =∈A(D) then
D[{x3; x1; x2}]∼=D3 and we proceed as in Case 3.
Case 8.b: {x3} is not a kernel of K0.
In this case, there exists a vertex y∈K0 with y¡x3 such that (x3; y)∈Asym(D).
Let x4 be the 5rst such vertex.
Claim 17. {x4} is a kernel of K0.
By contradiction, suppose that there exists y∈K0 with y¡x4 such that (x4; y)∈
Asym(D); since y¡x4, the choice of x4 implies (y; x3)∈A(D); hence (x3; x4; y; x3) is
a forbidden triangle, a contradiction.
Claim 18. (x1; x4) =∈A(D) and (x4; x1) =∈A(D).
The de5nition of x4 (and the de5ned order) implies x4¡x3 and the de5nition of
x3 implies that at least one of the following propositions holds: {x4; x1} is inde-
pendent or (x4; x1)∈A(D). If (x4; x1)∈A(D) then (x4; x1; x3; x4) is a forbidden trian-
gle (the de5nition of x3 implies (x1; x3)∈Asym(D) and the de5nition of x4 implies
(x3; x4)∈Asym(D)), a contradiction. Hence {x4; x1} is independent.
Now we consider several possible cases:
Case 8.b.a: {x4; x2} is independent.
In this case D[{x4; x1; x2}]∼=D2, so we proceed as in Case 2.
Case 8.b.b: (x4; x2)∈A(D) and (x2; x4) =∈A(D).
In this case D[{x4; x1; x2}]∼=D3 and we proceed as in Case 3.
Case 8.b.c: (x2; x4)∈A(D) and (x4; x2) =∈A(D).
Now D[{x4; x1; x2}]∼=D5 and we proceed as in Case 5.
Case 8.b.d: (x2; x4)∈A(D) and (x4; x2)∈A(D).
Note that in this case D[{x4; x1; x2}]∼=D7, so we proceed as in Case 7.
Case 9: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D9 where V (D9)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D9)={(x0; x1);
(x1; x0)}.
Claim 19. There exists a vertex x3 ∈V (K0) such that {x3; x1; x2} is not independent,
there is no x3{x1; x2}-arc and for every y∈K0 with y¡x3 there exists a y{x1; x2}-arc.
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Clearly, {x1; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K1)∪V (K2)]; K0 is a kernel-perfect digraph and
our assumption implies D is a critical kernel-imperfect digraph, hence Claim 19 follows
directly from Lemma 2.3.
Clearly, we have that there exists an asymmetrical {x1; x2}x3-arc and we will consider
the three possible cases:
Case 9.a: (x1; x3)∈Asym(D), (x2; x3) =∈A(D).
Claim 20. {x3; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K2)].
By Claim 19 {x2; x3} is independent and since {x2} is a kernel of K2 and x3 ∈K0, it
suLces to prove that for any y∈K0 with y¡x3 there exists a y{x3; x2}-arc in D. Let
y∈K0 with y¡x3, Claim 19 implies there exists a y{x1; x2}-arc in D. If (y; x1)∈A(D)
then (x1; x3; y; x1) is a triangle with (x1; x3)∈Asym(D) and since D is M -oriented it
follows that (y; x3)∈A(D).
Claim 21. There exists a vertex x4 ∈K1 such that: (x2; x4)∈Asym(D), (x4; x3) =∈A(D),
(x3; x4) =∈A(D) and for every vertex y∈K1 with y¡x4 there exists a y{x2; x3}-arc
in D.
Since {x2; x3} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K2)] Claim 21 follows from Lemma 2.3
and the fact that D is M -oriented.
Claim 22. {x3; x4} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K1)].
Since {x3; x4} is independent, x3 ∈K0 and x4 ∈K1, it suLces to prove the following
two assertions: for any y∈K1 with y¡x4 there exists a y{x3; x4}-arc in D and for any
y∈K0 with y¡x3 there exists a y{x3; x4}-arc in D.
Let y∈K1 with y¡x4. It follows from Claim 21 that there exists a y{x2; x3}-arc in D.
If (y; x3) =∈A(D) then (y; x2)∈A(D) and we have the directed triangle (x4; y; x2; x4) with
(x2; x4)∈Asym(D), since D is M -oriented it follows that (y; x4)∈A(D).
Let y∈K0 with y¡x3, we will prove by contradiction that there exists a y{x3; x4}-
arc. Suppose that there is no y{x3; x4}-arc in D. Since (y; x3) =∈A(D) we have (x3; y)∈
Asym(D). Recall that Claim 19 implies that there exists a y{x1; x2}-arc in D; if
(y; x1)∈A(D) then (y; x1; x3; y) is a forbidden triangle. Hence (y; x2)∈A(D).
So we have the directed cycle C=(x3; y; x2; x4; x1; x3) of length 5 which has three
asymmetrical arcs ({(x2; x4); (x1; x3); (x3; y)}⊆Asym(D)), and the only possible diag-
onals of C are (x1; y), (y; x1) and (x4; y). Since (y; x4) =∈A(D), if (x4; y)∈A(D) then
(x4; y; x2; x4) is a forbidden triangle, a contradiction, so {y; x4} is independent. Also
(y; x1) =∈A(D) because if (y; x1)∈A(D) then (y; x1; x3; y) is a forbidden triangle, a
contradiction. This assertion clearly contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Claim 23. There exists a vertex x5 ∈K2 such that: (x3; x5)∈Asym(D), (x5; x4) =∈A(D)
and (x4; x5) =∈A(D).
This follows from Claim 22 Lemma 2.3 and the fact that D is M -oriented.
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Claim 24. The directed cycle C=(x1; x3; x5; x2; x4; x1) of length 5 has three asym-
metrical arcs ({(x1; x3); (x2; x4); (x3; x5)}⊆Asym(D)) and its only possible diagonal
is (x1; x5) (note that if (x5; x1)∈A(D) then (x1; x3; x5; x1) is a forbidden triangle, a
contradiction).
Clearly Claim 24 contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Case 9.b: (x1; x3)∈Asym(D) and (x2; x3)∈Asym(D).
Here we will consider two possible cases:
Case 9.b.a: {x3} is a kernel of K0.
In this case, since D is an M -oriented digraph and N1 = {x1; x2} is a kernel of
D[V (K1)∪V (K2)] it follows from Lemma 2.2 that D has a kernel contradicting our
assumption on D.
Case 9.b.b: {x3} is not a kernel of K0.
In this case there exists a vertex x4 ∈K0 such that x4¡x3 and (x3; x4)∈Asym(D). It
follows from Claim 19 that there exists an x4{x1; x2}-arc in D. When (x4; x1)∈A(D), the
triangle (x1; x3; x4; x1) is a forbidden triangle a contradiction and when (x4; x2)∈A(D)
the triangle (x4; x2; x3; x4) is a forbidden triangle, also a contradiction.
Case 9.c: (x2; x3)∈A(D) and (x1; x3) =∈A(D).
Claim 25. {x1; x3} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K1)].
First note that Claim 19 implies (x3; x1) =∈A(D), so {x1; x3} is independent. Since
{x1} is a kernel of K1 and x3 ∈K0, it suLces to prove that for any y∈K0 with y¡x3
there exists a y{x3; x1}-arc in D. Let y∈K0 with y¡x3 and suppose that (y; x3) =∈A(D),
hence (x3; y)∈Asym(D). It follows from Claim 19 that there exists a y{x1; x2}-arc in
D, when (y; x2)∈A(D) we have a forbidden triangle (y; x2; x3; x1), a contradiction.
Hence (y; x1)∈A(D).
Claim 26. There exists a vertex x6 ∈V (K2) such that (x1; x6)∈Asym(D), (x3; x6) =∈
A(D), (x6; x3) =∈A(D), and for each vertex y∈K2 with y¡x6 there exists a y{x1; x3}-
arc in D.
This follows from Claim 25, Lemma 2.3 and the fact that D is M -oriented.
Claim 27. {x3; x6} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K2)].
It follows from Claim 26 that {x3; x6} is independent and since x3 ∈K0 and x6 ∈K2
it suLces to prove that: for each y∈K0 with y¡x3 there exists a y{x3; x6}-arc and
for each y∈K2 with y¡x6 there exists a y{x3; x6}-arc in D.
Consider y∈K0 with y¡x3. We will prove by contradiction that there exists a
y{x3; x6}-arc in D. Suppose (by contradiction) that there is no y{x3; x6}-arc in D.
Hence (x3; y)∈Asym(D); note that Claim 19 implies that there exists a y{x1; x2}-
arc in D; if (y; x2)∈A(D) then (y; x2; x3; y) is a forbidden triangle, a contradiction.
Hence (y; x1)∈A(D) and then we have the directed cycle C=(y; x1; x6; x2; x3; y) of
length 5 with three asymmetrical arcs (namely (x2; x3); (x3; y) and (x1; x6)) whose
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only possible diagonal is (x2; y), (If (x6; y)∈A(D), our assumption on y implies
(x6; y)∈Asym(D) and then (x1; x6; y; x1) is a forbidden triangle, so {y; x6} is inde-
pendent. And if (y; x2)∈A(D) then (y; x2; x3; y) is a forbidden triangle). So C is a
directed cycle of length 5 with three asymmetrical arcs and at most one diagonal
which is asymmetrical. This contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Consider y∈K2 with y¡x6. We will prove that there exists a y{x3; x6}-arc. Suppose
that (y; x6) =∈A(D) (we will prove that (y; x3)∈A(D)). Hence (x6; y)∈Asym(D). It
follows from Claim 25 that there exists a y{x1; x3}-arc in D. If (y; x1)∈A(D) then
(x1; x6; y; x1) is a forbidden triangle a contradiction, we conclude (y; x3)∈A(D).
Claim 28. There exits a vertex x7 ∈V (K1) such that (x3; x7)∈Asym(D), (x7; x6) =∈
A(D) and (x6; x7) =∈A(D).
This follows directly from Claim 27 and Lemma 2.3.
Claim 29. The directed cycle C=(x3; x7; x1; x6; x2; x3) of length 5 has three asymmet-
rical arcs ({(x3; x7); (x2; x3); (x1; x6)}⊆Asym(D)) and at most one diagonal (note that
if (x7; x2)∈A(D) then (x7; x2; x3; x7) is a forbidden triangle, a contradiction, so that
the only possible diagonal of C is (x2; x7)).
Clearly Claim 29 contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Case 10: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D10 where V (D10)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D10)= {(x0; x1);
(x1; x0); (x1; x2); (x2; x1)}.
Claim 30. There exists a vertex x3 ∈V (K1) such that: {x3; x0; x2} is not independent,
there is no x3{x0; x2}-arc in D, and for each y∈K1 with y¡x3 there exits a y{x0; x2}-
arc in D.
Since {x0; x2} is a kernel of D[V (K0)∪V (K2)], Claim 30 follows directly from
Lemma 2.3.
Clearly there exists an {x0; x2}x3-arc in Asym(D); in view of the symmetry of D10
we can assume without loss of generality that (x0; x3)∈Asym(D).
Now we will analyze two possible cases:
Case 10.a: {x3} is a kernel of K1.
When (x2; x3)∈A(D) it follows from Claim 30 that (x2; x3)∈Asym(D); then we
have {(x0; x3); (x2; x3)}⊆Asym(D) and we proceed as in Case 4.
When (x2; x3) =∈A(D) we have from Claim 30 that {x2; x3} is independent, so we
proceed as in Case 2.
Case 10.b: {x3} is not a kernel of K1.
There exits a vertex y∈K1 with y¡x3 such that (y; x3) =∈A(D). Let x4 be the 5rst
such vertex. So we have (x3; x4)∈Asym(D).
Claim 31. {x4} is a kernel of K1.
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Consider y∈K1 with y¡x4, the choice of x4 implies (y; x3)∈A(D). So if (y; x4) =∈
A(D) then (y; x3; x4; y) is a forbidden triangle, a contradiction. We conclude (y; x4)∈
A(D) hence {x4} is kernel of K1.
Claim 32. (x4; x2)∈A(D), (x4; x0) =∈A(D).
Since x4¡x3, it follows from Claim 30 that there exists an x4{x0; x2}-arc. If (x4; x0)
∈A(D) then (x4; x0; x3; x4) is a forbidden triangle, so (x4; x2)∈A(D).
Now considering the triple {x0; x4; x2} instead of {x0; x1; x2} we have the following
possibilities:
If (x0; x4) =∈A(D) and (x2; x4) =∈A(D) we proceed as in Case 2.
If (x0; x4) =∈A(D) and (x2; x4)∈A(D), proceed as in Case 9.
When (x0; x4)∈A(D) and (x2; x4) =∈A(D), proceed as in Case 3 and when (x0; x4)∈
A(D) and (x2; x4)∈A(D), proceed as in Case 8.
Case 11: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D11 where V (D11)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D11)= {(x0; x1);
(x1; x0); (x1; x2); (x0; x2)}.
Since D[V (K0)∪V (K1)] is a kernel-perfect digraph, for any y∈ (V (K0)∪V (K1) −
{x0; x1}) there exists a y{x0; x1}-arc in D, {x2} is a kernel of K2, {(x0; x2); (x1; x2)}⊆
Asym(D) and D is an M -oriented digraph. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that D has a
kernel, contradicting our assumption on D.
Case 12: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D12, where V (D12)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D12)= {(x0; x1);
(x1; x0); (x2; x1); (x2; x0)}.
Claim 33. There exists a vertex x3 ∈K1 such that (x0; x3)∈Asym(D) and for each
y∈K1 with y¡x3 at least one of the following two holds: (y; x0)∈A(D) or {y; x0}
is an independent set.
Since {x0} is a kernel of K0; D[V (K1)∪V (K2)] is kernel-perfect, and D has no
kernel; it follows from Lemma 2.1 that there exists a vertex y∈V (K1)∪V (K2) such
that (x0; y)∈Asym(D).
Note that if y∈V (K2) and (x0; y)∈Asym(D) then (x0; y; x2; x0) is a forbidden tri-
angle. Hence y∈K1. Taking x3 the 5rst such vertex, we have that Claim 33 holds.
Now we consider two possible cases:
Case 12.a: {x3} is a kernel of K1.
First note that (x3; x2) =∈A(D) because when (x3; x2)∈A(D), (x3; x2, x0; x3) is a for-
bidden triangle. So we have only two possibilities: When (x2; x3)∈A(D) we have
(x2; x3)∈Asym(D) and we proceed as in Case 6; and when (x2; x3) =∈A(D) we have
{x2; x3} is independent and proceed as in Case 3.
Case 12.b: {x3} is not a kernel of K1.
In this case there exists a vertex y∈K1 with y¡x3 such that (x3; y)∈Asym(D).
Let x4 be the 5rst such vertex.
Claim 34. {x4} is a kernel of K1.
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By contradiction, suppose that there exists a vertex y∈K1 with y¡x4 such that
(x4; y)∈Asym(D) then (x3; x4; y; x3) is a forbidden triangle.
Claim 35. {x0; x4} is independent.
Since x4¡x3 it follows from Claim 33 that (x4; x0)∈A(D) or {x4; x0} is independent.
If (x4; x0)∈A(D) then (x4; x0; x3; x4) is a forbidden triangle.
We 5nalize this case by considering several possibilities: If {x4; x2} is independent
proceed as in Case 2, when (x4; x2)∈Asym(D) proceed as in Case 3, if (x2; x4)∈
Asym(D) proceed as in Case 5 and when (x2; x4)∈Sym(D) proceed as in Case 7.
Case 13: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D13, where V (D13)= {x0; x1; x2} and A(D13)= {(x0; x1);
(x1; x0); (x1; x2); (x2; x1); (x0; x2)}.
Claim 36. There exits a vertex x3 ∈K1 such that (x2; x3)∈Asym(D) and for each
y∈K1 with y¡x3 it holds: (y; x2)∈A(D) or {y; x2} is independent.
Since {x2} is a kernel of K2, D[V (K0)∪V (K1)] is kernel-perfect and D has no
kernel, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that there exists a vertex y∈V (K0)∪V (K1) such
that (x2; y)∈Asym(D). Note that if y∈V (K0) and (x2; y)∈Asym(D) then (x2; y; x0; x2)
is a forbidden triangle. Hence y∈K1; taking x3 as the 5rst such vertex we obtain
Claim 36 holds.
Case 13.a: {x3} is a kernel of K1.
When {x3; x0} is independent (considering the triple {x0; x3; x2} instead of {x0; x1; x2})
we proceed as in Case 3 and when (x0; x3)∈A(D) then (x0; x3)∈Asym(D) and we
proceed as in Case 6 (note that if (x3; x0)∈A(D) then (x3; x0; x2; x3) is a forbidden
triangle).
Case 13.b: {x3} is not a kernel of K1.
Let x4 be the 5rst vertex in K1 such that (x3; x4)∈Asym(D); {x4} is a kernel of
K1 (proceed as in the proof of Claim 34). Note that (x4; x2) =∈A(D) because when
(x4; x2)∈A(D), the directed triangle (x4; x2; x3; x4) is a forbidden triangle. Hence
Claim 36 implies {x4; x2} is independent. When {x4; x0} is independent we proceed as
in Case 2; when (x4; x0)∈Asym(D) we proceed as in Case 3, when (x0; x4)∈Asym(D)
we proceed as in Case 5 and when (x0; x4)∈Sym(D) we proceed as in Case 7 (Note
that we are considering the triple {x0; x4; x2} instead of {x0; x1; x2}).
Case 14: D[{x0; x1; x2}]∼=D14; V (D14)= {x0; x1; x2}, A(D14)= {(x0; x1); (x1; x0); (x1;
x2); (x2; x1); (x0; x2); (x2; x0)}.
Claim 37. For each y∈V (K0) at least one of the two following holds: {y; x2} is
independent or (y; x2)∈A(D).
By contradiction, suppose that there exists a vertex y∈V (K0) such that (x2; y)∈
Asym(D) and let x3 be the 5rst such vertex.
If {x3} is a kernel of K0 we have the following possibilities: When {x3; x1} is in-
dependent we proceed as in Case 7, when (x1; x3)∈Asym(D) we are in Case 11 and
when (x1; x3)∈Sym(D) we are in Case 13 (Note that (x3; x1) =∈Asym(D), because if
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(x3; x1)∈Asym(D) then (x1; x2; x3; x1) is a forbidden triangle, and that we are consid-
ering the triple {x3; x1; x2} instead of {x0; x1; x2}).
If {x3} is not a kernel of K0. Then taking the 5rst vertex in K0, namely x4 such that
(x3; x4)∈Asym(D) we have that {x4} is a kernel of K0 (because D is M -oriented).
The choice of x3 implies that {x4; x2} is independent or (x4; x2)∈A(D). If (x4; x2)∈
A(D) then (x4; x2; x3; x4) is a forbidden triangle, hence {x4; x2} is independent and we
have the following possibilities: If {x4; x1} is independent we are in Case 9, if (x4; x1)∈
Asym(D) we are in Case 8, when (x1; x4)∈Asym(D) we are in Case 7 and when
(x4; x1)∈Sym(D) we are in Case 10 (Note that we are considering the triple {x4; x1; x2}
instead of {x0; x1; x2}.).
Claim 38. For each y∈V (K1) at least one of the two following holds: {y; x2} is
independent or (y; x2)∈A(D).
The proof is similar to that of Claim 37.
It follows from Claims 37, 38 and Lemma 2.1 that D has a kernel, contradicting
our assumption on D.
This ends the proof of Case 14 and the proof of Theorem 2.1.
The following results are direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 and they generalize
Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, respectively.
Theorem 2.2. Let D be an M -oriented digraph with (D)63.
If every directed cycle of length 5 has three symmetrical arcs, then D is kernel-
perfect.
Theorem 2.3. Let D be an M -oriented digraph with (D)63.
If every directed cycle of length 5 has a symmetrical diagonal, then D is kernel-
perfect.
Theorem 2.4. Let D be an M -oriented digraph with (D)63.
If every directed cycle of length 5 has two diagonals then D is kernel-perfect.
Remark 2.1. The hypothesis: “D is M -oriented” in Theorem 2.1 cannot be dropped.
Consider the digraph Dn where V (Dn)= {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}, A(Dn)= {(i; i + 1) | i∈{0; 1;
: : : ; n− 2}}∪ {(n− 1; 0)}∪ {(i; j); (j; i): |i − j|62}.
Remark 2.2. The hypothesis: “(D)63” in Theorem 2.1 cannot be dropped. Consider
C˜n the directed cycle of length n; n¿7.
Remark 2.3. The digraph C˜7;1;2 de5ned as follows V (C˜7;1;2)= {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6},
A(C˜7;1;2)= {(i; i+ 1) | i∈{0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5}}∪ {(6; 0)}∪ {(i; j) | j − i=2}∪ {(6; 1); (5; 0)}
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is an M -oriented digraph, with (D)63 and each directed cycle of length 5 has one
diagonal, but C˜7;1;2 is a critical kernel-imperfect digraph.
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